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EUGBC Annual Members’ Meeting 

 EUGBC ANNUAL REPORT 2020 

On January 24, 2020 EUGBC held  an Annual Members' Meeting. 
The event was attended by the representatives of the Member companies, as well as The Deputy Minister of the 

Economy and Sustainable Development. 
The meeting aimed to elect a new chairperson of the board, discuss 2019 activities of the council and present new 

Action plan for the year 2020. 
New members of  EUGBC introduced their companies and welcomed a new Chairperson BP Head of Country – Ann

 Davies. 
Among the news was the brief introduction of the modernized webpage of the Council. 

2020 Action plan generated a high interest among the companies and suggestions were made to work on joint 
projects and ideas. 

https://bm.ge/ka/video/ra-problemebs-xedavs-biznesi-saqartveloshi---zviad-chumburidze-analitikashi/16658/
https://bm.ge/ka/video/kongresmenebis-werili---biznesis-shefaseba/16659/
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Ann Davies on EUGBC Annual Members’ meeting 

Ann Davies Attending Georgia-Azerbaijan Business Forum 

Newly elected chairperson of  EUGBC  -  Ann Davies 

Ann Davies arrived in Georgia in 
summer 2019 to take on the role of the 
Head of Country overseeing BP’s 
activities in Georgia including the 
Baku-Supsa and Baku-Tbilisi-Ceyhan 
oil pipelines and South Caucasus gas 
pipeline operations. 

Ann has 15 years’ experience in the 
energy industry in a variety of 
engineering, operations and leadership 
roles. Prior to her appointment as a 
Head of Country Ann was Engineering 
Manager for BP’s offshore wells in 
Azerbaijan, and before that she worked 
in BP head office in London supporting 
the Upstream Chief Financial Officer.  

The career path has also taken Ann to Scotland, Norway and Canada where she 
worked as a lead engineer and a project manager for a variety of large 
engineering projects. 

Ann holds a master’s degree in Physics from University of Oxford. She is a 
passionate advocate for physics and engineering and is an active promoter of 
STEM and diversity in engineering. 
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https://bm.ge/ka/video/kongresmenebis-werili---biznesis-shefaseba/16659/
https://1tv.ge/video/saqartvelo-azerbaijanis-forumi/?fbclid=IwAR2L1CSXOoFvgJkZVO_bwVIdjPXw8I1ibU0V9pS_9XnA_tITur0MK7L1-eg
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Energy Week 
Georgia 2020

“EU-Georgia Business Council” Executive 
Director, Giorgi Kacharava participated in 

                   EUGBC ANNUAL REPORT 2020 

“Energo Week Georgia 2020”, held on January 28-29. EUGBC was one of the knowledge partners 
of the event. 
The event brought together the Government officials, generating as well as:
1. Transmission and distribution companies;
2. Local funds as well as international financial institutions;
3. Major international investors; 
4.EPC and consultancy companies from all over the world to foster the deployment 
of renewable energy in the country and to unlock the potential of international 
cooperation. 
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Media Coverage 

On February 3, 2020, Zviad Chumburidze, Secretary General of the EU-Georgia Business 
Council and Giorgi Kacharava, Executive Director participated in the 11th meeting of The 

EUGBC Top Management participated in the Investors Council 
meeting 

Investor Council, chaired by the Prime Minister of Georgia, Mr. Giorgi Gakharia. 
Out of the broad range of matters discussed at the meeting, EUGBC Secretary General 

raised issues related to the GMP (Good Manufacturing Practice) Mandatory 
standardisation and its results, a working group will be set up within the framework of 

the Investor Council andas well as holding of the Round Table – Georgian Business and 
Reforms 2020-2024. 

                   EUGBC ANNUAL REPORT 2020 

https://www.facebook.com/EUGBC/videos/2744716138978593/?eid=ARBbjwfEC1v8a7lYk9moOaT3a6UIZOqgFVkp7v4VJVjM9BieEiNRNYAY6Mr_-feGFGuhP5kjOCkjObFu
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The Investors Council organized a meeting with the Minister of 
Economy and Sustainable Development 

Associations the components of the program “100 Offers to Business” and investment opportunities. 
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The Minister Natia Turnava 
introduced the council and Business 

“EU-Georgia Business Council” 
Executive Director, Giorgi Kacharava 
and Member company representativ 
participated in the meeting organized 
by Investors Council with the Minister o 
Economy and Sustainable Development,
 held on February 24,2020. 
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On February 25th

The meeting was held at the Embassy of the Kingdom of the Netherlands and was attended by the representatives 
of member companies of the council, from various business sectors. 

Discussions focused on prospects for future cooperation and sharing of experience, as well as opportunities for 
planning the future Georgian Dutch business round table in The Hague. 

Representatives of the companies highlighted issues which may become the main directions of  bilateral relations. 

Meeting with the Ambassador of the Kingdom of the Netherlands

, “EU-Georgia Business Council” organized a meeting with the Ambassador Extraordinary and 
Plenipotentiary of the Kingdom of the Netherlands, H.E.  Maria (Maaike) Van Koldam. 

 EUGBC ANNUAL REPORT 2020 
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GEORGIA – AZERBAIJAN BUSINESS FORUM 

Georgia – Azerbaijan Business Forum was 
organized by EU-Georgia Business Council 

On 5th of March 2020, in Tbilisi. 

Ekaterine Mikabadze, First Deputy Minister of Economy and Sustainable Development of 
Georgia participated in the business forum, as well as Ambassador of Azerbaijan to 
Georgia – Dursun Hasanov; BP Head of Country – Ann Davies, General Director of 
Socar  Energy Georgia – Mahir Mamedov, Group CEO Caspian European Club/Caspian 
Energy – Telman Aliyev, Member of the Board of Directors, CRO of Pasha Bank Georgia – 
Asaf Huseynov, Chairman of “AZEBI” – Nariman Gurbanov, also representatives of 
Georgian-Azeri business companies from various sectors namely Energy, Oil and Gas, 
Banks, Investment Partners, Free industrial zones, Transport and Logistics, 
Food&Beverages, Industrial products&Construction, Legal Services&Consulting, 
Tourism&Hospitality, Medicine&Insurance, etc. 
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It should be emphasized that 
“EU-Georgia Business Council” 
in cooperation with Georgian 

and Azerbaijani partners, plans 
to hold the aforementioned 

forum annually, and it is 
scheduled to take place in Baku 

in 2021. 

The main 
purpose of 

bilateral 
business forum 
is to promote 

the 
development of 

mutual 
economic 

cooperation 
between 

Georgia and 
Azerbaijan. 

General partners of the event were BP, SOCAR Energy Georgia, Pasha Bank  
and partners -  Kulevi Oil Terminal, Embawood, Hualing Kutaisi Free Industrial 

Zone and Luca Polare. 

                    EUGBC ANNUAL REPORT 2020 
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The Forum featured presentations by Georgian and Azeri Companies and also 
specific investment projects were  voiced, that could be implemented jointly. 

                    EUGBC ANNUAL REPORT 2020 
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General Partners of the event 

Partners of the event 

https://youtu.be/YwEApDqt2rU https://www.facebook.com/EUGBC/videos/205861363815469/
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https://youtu.be/YwEApDqt2rU
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EU-Georgia Business Council’s proposals to the Government of Georgia for the 
purposes of minimization of Economic losses stemming from outbreak of Covid 19, as 

well as for the assistance of the Business Sector 

On March 30, based on the suggestions of its member companies EU-Georgia Business Council 
has sent a series of steps to the Georgian Government to be discussed for the purposes to 
minimize the economic losses stemming from outbreak of Covid 19, as well as for the 
assistance of the Business Sector. The present document was prepared following a discussion 
with an audit and business consulting company BDO. 

We should highlight one of the main problems - permanent fluctuation of currency 
exchange rates, which actually impedes any business forecast and development.  

It is crucial that in the coming days by the National Bank, together with the Prime 
Minister and the Government's economic team, to be presented the fastest, 3-month plan 
for the strengthening / stabilization of the national currency. GEL has significantly 
devaluated in the Bloomberg's trading system during last one month, 1 USD exchange 
rate has changes from 2.79 GEL to  3.28 GEL, while the exchange rate of neighboring 
countries’ national currencies had very low fluctuation in the same period.  

It is of utmost importance that the above-mentioned action plan for the strengthening/ 
stabilization of GEL to be adopted promptly, otherwise all the other proposed benefits for 
business will be ineffective. Issues for overcoming economic crisis, which are presented 
below are divided into topics and we express readiness to discuss in detail each item with 
the Government and Business associations, taking into account the interests of both sides.  

Our goal is to encourage the Government’s prompt actions in order to avoid economic 
collapse. 

1. Taxes

• 6 months reduction of income tax by 50 percent;
• Postponement of VAT payment to companies affected by the crisis for 6 months;
• Payment of VAT only in the part of the received cash, namely: if the payment is not received
then VAT is not paid in the budget;
• Introduce benefits (property tax and VAT) on business income from renting commercial and
office spaces;
• Tax exemptions on funds and donations related to fight against Covid 19;

                    EUGBC ANNUAL REPORT 2020 
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• During import, exemption of VAT payers from refundable VAT and postponement to VAT
non payers until the end of the year on

2. Access to finance

• Conduct active consultations with international financial institutions for timely receipt of
funds and provide cheap loans in GEL, specifically for businesses affected by the virus;

• The removal of loan restrictions by the National Bank so that commercial banks themselves
can determine the amount and type of currency to be issued, it is also important to set an
annual interest rate upper limit for the loan.

• Hold a round of negotiations with the private banking sector, stemming from state interests,
in order to lower the loan’s interest rate in such extraordinary situation.

• Request to suspend the interest accrued on restructured loans by the commercial banks
during the grace period as part of these negotiations.

3. Promoting Local Production

• Complete inventory of enterprises by the Government’s economic team whose products are
needed to carry out ongoing and planned capital / infrastructure projects in the country.

• Giving special priority to the products produced in Georgia in accordance with the quality
and price, required for the implementation of the capital / infrastructure projects financed by
the state budget.

• Despite the GEL devaluation, for the maintenance of prices on energy consuming plants’
outputs (e.g. cement,  steel/ferro-concrete reinforcement etc.), giving the access to the
cheaper energy (which is calculated in USD) via reducing average electricity price through
electricity market operator ESCO, by mixing Enguri HHP electricity with other private
energy Operator companies.

• Taking into account the new reality, revision of the sectors under the Loan Co-financing
Program, as well as increase the loan co-financing term and loan ceiling within the
framework of the state program "Enterprise Georgia".

• Joint development and implementation a step-by-step plan for compliance with the GMP
standards. Mandatory standardization as of 2022 and the absence of a roadmap to meet the
standard will entail:

1) Closure of 72 pharmaceutical companies;
2) abolishment of sale of GEL 65 million worth of locally produced drugs, including 10
export markets;
3) Cancellation of  1,500 jobs;
4) Prevention of GEL 66 million planned investment in new, international standard
pharmaceutical companies;

                   EUGBC ANNUAL REPORT 2020 
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5) Threatens despairing of  world known unique and innovative areas, such as
bacteriophages, immunobiological drugs and natural medicine.

• Immediate permission of medicines export from Georgia, except of medicines of strategic
importance for the country. It should be noted that export-made preparations are not used for
the treatment of the Corona virus, nor their export volumes represent any significant loss to
the domestic market. In case of necessity, the Georgian Pharmacists Association expresses its
readiness to be involved in developing a list of medicines of strategic importance and quotas.

• Launch consultations with chain markets and hypermarkets during the emergency period to
alleviate difficult commercial conditions for local producers, which will significantly
contribute to the maintenance and development of Georgian production in the future. It is
noteworthy that due to the closure of HoReCa; the devaluation of GEL, the failure of dealers
to withdraw funds from the merchants, and the general market downturn in the coming
months will result in the capital / cash problem in turnover in various industries (including
food, water, alcoholic and non-alcoholic beverages, etc.).

• Creation of certification and standards bodies for export-oriented enterprises that will
determine the suitability of certain industrial products and pave the way for Georgian
production on the world market.

4. Utility fees

Initiate urgent consultations with utility companies (Energo Pro, Telasi, Tbilisi Energy, GWP
and other companies operating in Georgia) to develop for coronavirus-affected companies
reasonable postponing schemes by the end of the year and to avoid suspension of their
services.

5. Jobs maintenance and pension fund contributions

• Paying 50% of average wage during six months period to those who have lost their jobs or are
on unpaid leave due to a coronavirus;

• In case of extreme situation, returning of pension contributions (or part of it) to those who
have lost their jobs or are on unpaid leave.

• Cancellation of pension fund contributions till the end of the year.
• Government grants up to 10,000 GEL, 20,000 GEL Or GEL 30,000 for affected companies,

especially for small enterprises.
• Following proper consultation with companies by sectors, in exchange of tax incentives and/or

grants , the companies should have commitment for maintenance of employees and their
salaries for certain period

                   EUGBC ANNUAL REPORT 2020 
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e.g postponing of income tax for 6 months and reduction of excise tax on beer from 0.12
to 0.08 GEL might may be short-term solution for beer industry in order to take liability
to maintain all employees with previous salaries.

6. Insurance Sector Support

• Supervisory Requirements - Temporary simplification of requirements to the extent of existing
rules, so that companies do not face operating challenges and give more scope to insurance
services. For example: flexible subordinated loan terms when calculating equity, mitigating
ratios for specific insurance types, etc.

• 1% Supervision Fee - Reducing it within the framework of the effective functioning of the State
Insurance Supervision Service of Georgia, this is particularly important in light of the sharp
decline in tourism and compulsory third-party liability insurance for foreign countries
registered car owners. For most of the insurance companies, this tax is 50% or more of their net
profit.

• Estonian Model - Dissemination of Estonian model of profit tax to insurance companies to
mitigate the damage caused by the current challenges.

• Tax Exemptions - Exemption from Income Tax on Health Insurance.

7. State budget revision

• Considering the new reality, the Government should revise the budget and to reduce
expenditures according the relevant articles of the state budget (business trips, representative
and fuel costs, government cars maintenance, bonuses) in order to direct the accumulated funds
for overcoming the country's crisis.

• As mentioned above, it is important to work actively with donors, raising funds so to avoid
budget crisis.

 EUGBC ANNUAL REPORT 2020 
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Azerbaijan-Kazakhstan-Georgia 

Within the framework of cooperation between EU-Georgia Business 
Council and Caspian European Club “ONLINE B2B FORUM 
AZERBAIJAN–KAZAKHSTAN-GEORGIA” was held on May 8, 
2020. 

More than 50 participants representing top management of 
companies from different Business Sectors, as well as 
representatives of diplomatic missions and international 
organizations supervising economic issues took part in above. 
mentioned forum 

From Georgian side Poti Free Industrial Zone, Hualing Kutaisi 
Free Industrial zone, Luca Polare, Geoplant Ltd and others were 
present. 

EUGBC Secretary General, Zviad Chumburidze and Executive 
Director, Giorgi Kacharava made their speeches regarding the 
future Business development perspectives between these three 
countries. 

 The ONLINE B2B FORUM provided information about the 
activities of the CASPIAN EUROPEAN CLUB. Besides, 
companies made presentations, and opportunities for business 
cooperation were explored. Companies were given an opportunity 
to ask questions, concerning issues which are of interest to them, 
from their colleagues representing other countries, as well as 
exchanged useful business contacts. 

It should be underlined that Online B2B forum wasfirst 
of its kind to be held between these countries in post 
pandemic period. 

Online B2B meeting 
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https://www.facebook.com/potifreezone/?__tn__=K-R&eid=ARC1aJLTcqGyP1jMSQ5xH5a1aQRV3aF4Bibw_3WniQJ2qgPqnVUTpJm98Q2mGLCjk30Hzi-vgU5HMDgh&fref=mentions&__xts__%5B0%5D=68.ARDutAt8kLyFDXClGYVuRPtW5n7JhQH7Kq5jCOlxvdyguAnzHZYZja3COxQCclPUC7LajGk_3efAUMhbANSFUz_WlsqjoEd4YePVflBsx1BUEgLl1R3WpCoWMPzOpR8eQt5JoMmP1GOKPi4oXD7Ev-nWpeGqURwC_yqcHmMfO-Z5cS_mLfrDClO09mBD6IpB0vrvV0Afqf4OiAZ_s5K4vZlETtcl609SEIGaJIkChj5kwHJLL30uqsCX4hCIKglG72NBO2zbQncFbcscV23XUREXdpExGfaJ44iDyW_Se9UM-Ot_bqUpLqPU4OfCdcVq4I9ANih4ihVO2Q_ZSadIiSa41_8V
https://www.facebook.com/pages/Hualing-Kutaisi-Free-Industrial-zone/145782152498471?__tn__=K-R&eid=ARAviuOiW5Cl78sGeY0f4PBX98yIcruX4XJ5PzFo9XFqZwhs3VFXngZQzQgwSLke9rcm0-4ioq4G_Kno&fref=mentions&__xts__%5B0%5D=68.ARDutAt8kLyFDXClGYVuRPtW5n7JhQH7Kq5jCOlxvdyguAnzHZYZja3COxQCclPUC7LajGk_3efAUMhbANSFUz_WlsqjoEd4YePVflBsx1BUEgLl1R3WpCoWMPzOpR8eQt5JoMmP1GOKPi4oXD7Ev-nWpeGqURwC_yqcHmMfO-Z5cS_mLfrDClO09mBD6IpB0vrvV0Afqf4OiAZ_s5K4vZlETtcl609SEIGaJIkChj5kwHJLL30uqsCX4hCIKglG72NBO2zbQncFbcscV23XUREXdpExGfaJ44iDyW_Se9UM-Ot_bqUpLqPU4OfCdcVq4I9ANih4ihVO2Q_ZSadIiSa41_8V
https://www.facebook.com/pages/Hualing-Kutaisi-Free-Industrial-zone/145782152498471?__tn__=K-R&eid=ARAviuOiW5Cl78sGeY0f4PBX98yIcruX4XJ5PzFo9XFqZwhs3VFXngZQzQgwSLke9rcm0-4ioq4G_Kno&fref=mentions&__xts__%5B0%5D=68.ARDutAt8kLyFDXClGYVuRPtW5n7JhQH7Kq5jCOlxvdyguAnzHZYZja3COxQCclPUC7LajGk_3efAUMhbANSFUz_WlsqjoEd4YePVflBsx1BUEgLl1R3WpCoWMPzOpR8eQt5JoMmP1GOKPi4oXD7Ev-nWpeGqURwC_yqcHmMfO-Z5cS_mLfrDClO09mBD6IpB0vrvV0Afqf4OiAZ_s5K4vZlETtcl609SEIGaJIkChj5kwHJLL30uqsCX4hCIKglG72NBO2zbQncFbcscV23XUREXdpExGfaJ44iDyW_Se9UM-Ot_bqUpLqPU4OfCdcVq4I9ANih4ihVO2Q_ZSadIiSa41_8V
https://www.facebook.com/LucaPolareOriginal/?__tn__=K-R&eid=ARBhj5SCY4utdFBaoxwZFlyHq8cfpkf9fYMnR1b1Lu4T0QVGEwfhSEZNO0dFZjbyj_ZI3fTdjjEHunmU&fref=mentions&__xts__%5B0%5D=68.ARDutAt8kLyFDXClGYVuRPtW5n7JhQH7Kq5jCOlxvdyguAnzHZYZja3COxQCclPUC7LajGk_3efAUMhbANSFUz_WlsqjoEd4YePVflBsx1BUEgLl1R3WpCoWMPzOpR8eQt5JoMmP1GOKPi4oXD7Ev-nWpeGqURwC_yqcHmMfO-Z5cS_mLfrDClO09mBD6IpB0vrvV0Afqf4OiAZ_s5K4vZlETtcl609SEIGaJIkChj5kwHJLL30uqsCX4hCIKglG72NBO2zbQncFbcscV23XUREXdpExGfaJ44iDyW_Se9UM-Ot_bqUpLqPU4OfCdcVq4I9ANih4ihVO2Q_ZSadIiSa41_8V
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On June 22, EUGBC Executive Director, Giorgi Kacharava took part at the 13th Investors Council 
meeting chaired Prime Minister of Georgia aiming to review recommendations for the promotion of 
investments in Georgia and measures implemented for an improvement of the investment climate. 

     Focus has been made on the 
facilitated development of the 
capital market, along with past 
and intended reforms in the 
energy and education sectors. 
Discussions were also related to 
the attraction of more foreign 
direct investments in light 
manufacturing, pharmaceutics, 
and FMCG sectors. Swift 
development of these sectors also 
should serve significant import-

substituting role, which proved to be vital in the current pandemic crisis. 
    During the meeting EUGBC raised the issue of GMP standardization taking into account that it is 
crucial for investments and development of Pharmaceutical Sector in Georgia Mr. Kacharava emphasized 
that “we all agree that GMP standardization is essential for increase of competitiveness and volume of 
export of domestic producers, however the current date for mandatory standardization (January 1, 2022) is 
unrealistic, because till now there is no step-by-step plan for compliance with GMP standards, jointly 
developed by the Government and Business Sector. 
  Maintaining the current status quo will result in Prevention about 70 million GEL Investments from 

Local producers increase of prices of medicines closure of absolute majority of existing Georgian 
companies and/or relocation of production and unique knowledge to other countries”. 
EUGBC offered pragmatic solution: “taking into account that the implementation plan and schedule of 
GMP standards is individual for each company, it should be in advance agreed and approved by the 
respective Georgian Authorities… GMP mandatory standardization deadline should be adjusted 
accordingly. 

In addition it was stated that “as of July 2019, local producers have the liability to comply with GMP 
standard in case of new production lines or registration of new medicines while there is no GMP standard 
requirement for imported medicines.” 

Therefore Local Pharmaceutical companies are in discriminatory position …..and respective legislative 
changes are required in order apply similar GMP requirements for imported medicines, likewise the local 
Pharmaceutical products’ requirements. 

Meeting of the Investors Council 

             EUGBC ANNUAL REPORT 2020
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Online meeting with the Ambassador of the republic of Turkey 

On June 23, 2020, H.E. Fatma Ceren Yazgan, 

Ambassador Extraordinary and Plenipotentiary of the 

Republic of Turkey to Georgia met in online format 

EUGBC Board and Member companies. 

H.E. Ambassador provided to Business Sector the 

information about current situation in Turkey in terms 

of results of fight against COVID 19, also covering 

details about Travel measures. 

The sides also discussed the ways for strengthening of 

trade and economic relations between the two countries. 

An Annual Catalogue of EUGBC – Business Line Issue 2020 will feature an interview with Her 
Excellency the Ambassador of Turkey Fatma Ceren Yazgan regarding the Black sea Issues, on 

which the Conference was held in December 6, 2019, organized by EU-Georgia Business 
Cauncil. 
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On June 30, “EU-Georgia Business Council” organized a meeting of 7 
Business Associations in order to sign a Memorandum of 
Understanding (MoU). 

EU-Georgia Business Council (EUGBC), International Chamber of 
Commerce (ICC), Georgian Distributors Association (GDBA), 
Georgian Producers’ Federation, Tax Payers Union (TPU), Georgian 
Employers Association (GEA) and Banking Association of Georgia 
(BA) leaders sign a MoU aimed at creating a framework for 
cooperation between the parties, namely: 

• Business Associations Meetings and Coordination
• Business Associations Joint Action Plan for the communication with the Government
• Joint statements/recommendations and follow up strategy to protect fair interests of businesses and to provide specific

assistance in crisis times

  👈Press to see the video

👈 Press to see the videos 👆 

Meeting of the Business 
Associations and signing 
of the Memorandum of 

Understanding 
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https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=09bIQpxOho4
https://www.imedi.ge/ge/video/57574/memorandumi-biznesasotsiatsiebs-shoris?fbclid=IwAR1DL8j0DqE8M4nszWZwFMe3FqyOh40ua2eZxbaBChS7uzzafz8aq5pgJ-U
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=dNBpKr3W4SQ
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03.06.2020 
During the difficult period of outbreak of “Covid 19”, a number of business associations 
repeatedly appealed to the Georgian government with recommendations for the purposes to 
maintain economic stability in the country; to protect fair interests of businesses and provide 
specific assistance in crisis times. 
Although several recommendations have been taken into account, unfortunately business 
associations have not received feedback from the Government on the proposals and we see threat 
that in autumn the Government will stay alone in facing the big challenge of the emerging 
economic crisis. 
It should be emphasized that in recent past there has been misleading trend towards cooperation 
with business, which means that the government does not have proper communication and 
feedback for the business, however, according to the Government’s statements, assistance and 
communication process with business sector has already been started. e.g, there was no feedback 
about VAT payment liability after selling of goods, as well as possible abolishment during the 
customs clearance of goods of the so called ‘yellow corridor’, which represents impeding and 
unpredictable mechanism for the maintenance of cash flow by the Businesses and indirectly 
increases the prices of imported goods and local products (linked to imports of raw materials). 
During the presentation of the anti-crisis economic plan by the Prime Minister, it was noted that 
the Government has agreed with the IMF on new program options and has already received aid 
assistance of 1.5 billion US Dollars for the budget and solid guarantees, as well as the private 
sector will have additional access to 1.5 billion US Dollars. 

Please follow the link for further information 👇 

 http://eugbc.net/business-associations-joint-statement/ 

Urgent steps to be taken by the Government of Georgia to overcome the 
difficulties caused by the pandemic of COVID 19 

Joint statement of the Business Associations – 22 April, 2020 
For more please press 👇 

 Joint Statements of the Business Associations
AAAsAssociations
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Outbreak of “COVID 19”, associated with long-term challenges both in economics and 

    Outbreak of “COVID 19”, associated with long-term challenges both in economics and 
healthcare, will inevitably change the world's political and economic rules.  

    According to the leading states’ statements, Euro-Atlantic-Chinese crisis might emerge, where 
the political approaches of the US and the EU will play an important role. 

    From our viewpoint, the economic crisis which actually threatens to each state, will last for 2-3 
years and create new challenges and opportunities. Consequently, one of the outcomes of the 
“COVID 19”, is that the world's leading states have already begun preparations to take out own 
plants from China. So-called productions’ migration process will be difficult and time consuming. 

Taking into account our country’s economic challenges, the years 2020-21 will be the most 
difficult period for business development and the Georgian Government and Georgian companies 
have to make significant efforts for the involvement in new economic processes. 

Please press to see more 

EUGBC Recommendation 
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recommendations to the Government of Georgia for the development of specific 
business sectors 
April 21, 2020

http://eugbc.net/wp-content/uploads/2020/04/EUGBC-Recommendations.pdf
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Online Meeting of Senior representatives of IFI’s with Business Sector 

 EUGBC ANNUAL REPORT 2020 



 
 

On July 2, 2020, H.E. Mr. Arad Benkö, Ambassador Extraordinary and 
Plenipotentiary of the Republic of Austria to Georgia met in online format 

EUGBC Member companies. 

Following Ambassador’s address, the meeting continued in Q&A format. 

 Ambassador of Austria to Georgia met EUGBC members 

The meeting was organized within the 
framework of regular consultations of 
EUGBC Business Companies with foreign and 
Georgia’s diplomatic community. 

H.E. Ambassador briefed participants about 
current situation in Austria in terms of 
results of fight against COVID 19, also 
covering details about Travel measures.  
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Dialogue with Business 
Business development prospects and ways to overcome the crisis 

On July 16, 2020 EU-Georgia Business Council organized a meeting – attended by the 

✔Deputy Minister of Economy and Sustainable Develoment of Georgia, Genadi Arveladze

✔Deputy Minister of Finace of Georgia, Zurab Dznelashvili

✔Head of Labor Inspection Department at Ministry of Health, Beka Peradze

✔Director of Agency “Enterprise Georgia”, Mikheil Khidureli

✔as well as representatives and top management of EUGBC member companies and partner
Business Associations.

        Press the 
picture to see 

👈👈 the video

   Updated programs by the Government of Georgia to support business 

 New challenges faced by business sector due to COVID19 pandemic 

   Necessary activities/additional steps in order to minimize the losses and   
recover the economy 

   Monitoring implementation of recommendations given by the Ministry of 
Labor and Health of Georgia  

 New prospects of business development. 

Following issues were 
Presented &discussed 
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https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=TWxCm884vNY


👆👆 

 👆👆 
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https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=PSX7xxxJTq4
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Online meeting with EUGBC member company STREGI on Brand and Business 
Development issues  

EUGBC, in close cooperation with marketing consulting agency STREGI - started series of the 
online meetings in response to the current global/local challenges, aiming to contribute to 
development and survival of organizations brands, as well expansion capabilities on export 

markets, managing companies’ successful digital transformation. 

On September 18th the meeting has been organized on Brand and Business Development issues covering 
the following topics: 

Brand Strategy, as an instruction of Commercial Strategy 
Brand Challenges and ways for development 
Brand Strategy Implementation within Organization 

 Topics were covered by Strategic Branding and Marketing Consultant and co-founder of STREGI- 
Kakha Samkharadze 
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Online meeting with the Ambassador of the United States of 
America to Georgia 
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https://ge.usembassy.gov/embassy/tbilisi/ambassador/
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Round Table “Georgia’s Economic development perspectives and 
necessary reforms in 2020-2024” 

 
 
 
 

ON SEPTEMBER  24 - EUGBC 
ORGANIZED A MEETING  - WHERE 
LEADERS AND REPRESENTATIVES OF 
LEADING POLITICAL PARTIES IN 
GEORGIA WERE PRESENT, AS WELL AS 
HEADS OF DIPLOMATIC MISSIONS 
ACCREDITED IN GEORGIA, ECONOMIC 
ATTACHES, BUSINESS ASSOCIATIONS 
AND BUSINESS SECTOR 
REPRESENTATIVES , ECONOMIC 
EXPERTS AND JOURNALISTS TOOK 
PART AT THE ROUND TABLE. 

LEADERS OF THE POLITICAL PARTIES 
HAD THE OPPORTUNITY TO PRESENT 
THEIR VIEWS ON THE EXISTING 
PROSPECTS AND THE NECESSARY 
REFORMS. 

AFTER THE PRESENTATIONS, THE 
MEETING CONTINUED IN Q&A MODE 

Press the 
pictures to 

see the 
videos 
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1 TV on – EUGBC organized Meeting with the political parties 
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https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=fXbhAJ0pq5w
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=mXi-W4QyFO8


Online meeting with the Ambassador of Germany

 
 
 
 

 
 
 
 
 

On October 7, 2020, H.E. Hubert Knirsch Ambassador Extraordinary and 
Plenipotentiary of the Federal Republic of Germany to Georgia, met in an online format 

with the EUGBC Board and Member companies. 

The talks focused on Germany’s experience in combating COVID 19, as well as the 
prospects for strengthening bilateral economic cooperation between countries. 

The meeting continued in a Q&A mode. 
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Online meeting with newly appointed Ambassador of Austria

 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

On October 12, EUGBC Members held online meeting with 
H.E. Mr. Thomas Mühlmann newly appointed  Ambassador 

Extraordinary and Plenipotentiary of the Republic of Austria to 
Georgia. 

The main topic of the online meeting covered Austria’s 
experience in assisting small and medium-sized enterprises 
under COVID 19 circumstances, as well as ways to facilitate 

bilateral trade and attract Austrian investments. 

The meeting enclosed with Q&A mode. 
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ბიზნეს ასოციაციების ერთობლივი მიმართვა 

ბიზნეს სექტორის აუცილებელი საჭიროებიდან გამომდინარე, ბიზნესასოციაციებმა არაერთხელ მიმართეს საქართველოს 
მთავრობას რეკომენდაციით ბიზნესის ინტერესების დაცვისა და კრიზისულ პერიოდში კონკრეტული დახმარებების გაწევის მიზნით 
გადადგმულიყო შესაბამისი ნაბიჯები და განხორციელებულიყო შესაბამისი ცვლილებები არსებულ საგადასახადო პოლიტიკაში.  

ბიზნეს სექტორის მხარდაჭერის მიზნით, ასოციაციები კიდევ ერთხელ მივმართავთ საქართველოს მთავრობას, არსებული 
ეკონომიკური კრიზისის ფონზე, უმოკლეს ვადაში განიხილონ შემდეგი საკითხები:  

• განხილულ იქნას საკითხი მომდევნო ექვსი თვის განმავლობაში საშემოსავლო გადასახადისგან განთავისუფლების თაობაზე,
ვინაიდან მიმდინარე თვის ბოლოდან იწურება საქართველოს მთავრობის მიერ შემუშავებული საშემოსავლო გადასახადის
საშეღავათო პერიოდი.

• მოხდეს  დღგ-ს გადახდა საქონლის რეალიზაციის შემდეგ,  რაც იძლევა  საშუალებას მეტი საბრუნავი  თანხა  დარჩეს  ბიზნესს.

• სახელმწიფოებრივი ინტერესებიდან გამომდინარე, კერძო საბანკო სექტორთან დაუყოვნებლივ გაიმართოს მოლაპარაკებათა
რაუნდი და ასეთი არაორდინალური ვითარების გათვალისწინებით,   ეთხოვოს საბაკო სექტორს, ბიზნეს კომპანიებისთვის
შესაძლებლობის ფარგლებში საპროცენტო განაკვეთის მაქსიმალურად დაწევა და საბანკო ვალდებულებების  6 თვით
გადავადება, ასევე განხილულ იქნას მთავრობის მხრიდან ამ მიმართულებით შესაძლო მხარდაჭერის გზები.

• გაიმართოს კონსულტაციები კომუნალური მომსახურების კომპანიებთან (ენერგო პრო, თელასი, თბილისი ენერჯი, GWP და ამ
სფეროში საქართველოში მოქმედი სხვა კომპანიები) კორონავირუსით დაზარალებული კომპანიებისთვის 6 თვის ვადით თანხის
გადავადების და ეტაპობრივი გადახდის გონივრული სქემების შემუშავების მიზნით, ასევე განხილულ იქნას მთავრობის
მხრიდან ამ მიმართულებით შესაძლო მხარდაჭერის გზები.

• მცირე კომპანიებში, დასაქმებულების შენარჩუნების სანაცვლოდ 6 თვის განმავლობაში კოვიდ 19-ის ფონდის თანხების
მეშვეობით მოხდეს ხელფასის ნაწილის კომპენსირება.
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20 ოქტომბერს, 6-მა ბიზნეს  ასოციაციამ ერთობლივად მიმართვა საქართველოს პრემიერ-მინისტრსა და მთავრობის 
ეკონომიკურ გუნდს - საქართველოში და მსოფლიოში არსებული ეპიდემიოლოგიური ვითარების გათვალისწინებით და ქვეყნის 
ეკონომიკური მდგომარეობიდან გამომდინარე, ბიზნეს სექტორის მხარდაჭერის მიზნით, აუცილებელია გადაიდგას აქტიური და 
ქმედითი ნაბიჯები, რაც დაეხმარება ბიზნეს სექტორს გააგრძელოს ბიზნესსაქმიანობა და ნაწილობრივ მაინც შეამსუბუქოს ის 
უარყოფითი შედეგები, რომელიც მივიღეთ ბოლო 6 თვის განმავლობაში.  



Meeting with the Prime-Minister of Georgia

On 24th of October Executive Director of 
EU-Georgia Business Council Giorgi 

Katcharava participated in the Meeting held 
with Prime-Minister of Georgia. Among the 
mainc topics of the meeting was an issue of 
the GMP standardization put to the agenda 

by Giorgi Katcharva. 

Please Press the Picture 
to See the Article

Please Press the Picture to See the Article
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https://bm.ge/ka/article/tenderebi-gmp-standartebi-energetika---ra-sakitxebi-daayena-eugbc-m-premiertan/66939
http://gov.ge/index.php?lang_id=GEO&sec_id=541&info_id=77552


Online Webinar 
“Opportunities 
offered by the 
Association  
Agreement and the 
DCFTA between 
the EU and 
Georgia for the 
business 
community”

On November 17, 2020 Secretary General of EU-Georgia Business Council, 
Ambassador Zviad Chumburidze, took part as one of the key speakers at the Webinar 

titled "Opportunities offered by the Association Agreement and the Deep and 
Comprehensive Free Trade Area between the EU and Georgia for the business 
community" organized by Chamber of Commerce and Industry of Romania. 

The main aim of the event was to inform the Business people, about the opportunities 
offered by these agreements in accessing the markets of Georgia and Romania as well. 
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Business Seminar “Georgia-Estonia Cooperation: 
Investment and Trade Opportunities” 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

On November 20, 2020 the Embassy of Georgia to the Republic of Estonia 
in cooperation with the Estonian Chamber of Commerce and Industry 

organized in Tallinn Business Seminar titled “Georgia-Estonia Cooperation: 
Investment and Trade Opportunities”. 

Giorgi Kacharava, Executive Director of EU-Georgia Business Council took 
part (online) as one of the key speakers at the seminar and presented 

EUGBC’s activities contributing to the intensification of investment and 
trade relations between the EU member states and Georgia. 
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Online conference “Clusters as Drivers for Economic Cooperations 
in the Black Sea Region”

On November 25, 2020 EUGBC Executive Director, Giorgi Kacharava, took
Part as one of the key speakers at the online Conference - CLUSTERS AS DRIVERS FOR 

ECONOMIC COOPERATION IN THE BLACK SEA REGION organized by 
the Romanian Ministry of Foreign Affairs, the Ministry of Economy, Energy and the 

Business Environment, the Romanian Cluster Association – CLUSTERO in 
partnership with Afaceri.ro. 

The event was an online platform for relevant stakeholders in the region to 
Discuss the role of clusters as drivers for economic cooperation in 

the Black Sea Region, potential regional cooperation projects and next steps. 
EUGBC Executive Director provided participants 

the information regarding the ways for strengthening regional 
cooperation, as well as potential business opportunities in Georgia 

including at the Free Industrial Zone in the Country at the 
Panel “Regional Cooperation Projects, 

Key Institutions and Trade Missions in Black Sea Region” 
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Business Associations’ joint petition 
On 10th of December, 2020 10 Business Associations released a joint Petition to the Georgoan Prome-
Minister and the Government’s Economic Team  Due to the “Covid 19” pandemic, the business sector of 
our country has faced great challenges in recent times. 

Taking into account existing economic challenges in Georgia, 2021 will be the most difficult 
year for businesses in terms of maintenance and further development. Consequently, the Georgian 
government and companies operating in the country will have to make significant efforts to 
minimize losses, maximize job retention and save small and medium-sized businesses. 

As a comprehensive approach is needed to achieve the above-mentioned goals, as well as 
effective coordination of public and private sectors’ efforts and activities, we propose to the 
Government to establish a “Business Development Council”, which will consider all urgent and 
important issues in crises period for the purposes for timely adoption by the Government of proper 
resolutions. 
Due to the current economic challenges in our country, the above-mentioned Council should be 
established for a period of 2 years (2021-2022). We express readiness by the end of December of this 
year to provide to the Prime Minister and the Economic Team the Business Development Council’s 
regulations and all the technical details that will be necessary for the functioning of the Council. 

At this stage, we are sending to the Government the following draft composition of the above-
mentioned Council: 

 Prime Minister (Chairman of the Council), as well as Government’s Economic Team Selected by
him.

 Business Ombudsman;
 Representatives of a limited number of business associations who will work closely with the

government’s team important issues; The number and composition of business associations
participating in the Council will be agreed with the Government’s team during a consultation
meeting with the undersigned associations;

 According to the issues to be discussed at the Council meetings, relevant line Ministers as well as
sectoral associations will be additionally invited.

We express readiness to discuss the details of the above-mentioned Council with the Prime Minister and 
the economic team in the nearest future. 

The heads of the undersigned associations expect that in this particularly severe and difficult period 
for the country, the Government of Georgia will accept this proposal and, based on common interests will 
agree to establish the above-mentioned Council. 
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TAXPAYERS 
UNION OF 
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GEORGIAN 
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GEORGIAN 
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Online Meeting with the Ambassador of Georgia to 
Estonia

 
On December 10, 2020, H.E. Mr. Archil Karaulashvili, Ambassador Extraordinary and Plenipotentiary of 

Georgia to the Republic of Estonia met in online format EUGBC Board and Member companies. 
The meeting was organized within the framework of regular consultations of EUGBC Business Companies 

with foreign and Georgia’s diplomatic community. 
H.E. Ambassador briefed participants about the Estonia’s experience in fight against Covid 19 and state 

support to Businesses, as well as prospects of strengthening of bilateral economic cooperation between the 
two countries. 

Following Ambassador’s address, the meeting continued in Q&A format. 
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Georgia-Austria Virtual Economic Forum
EUGBC top Management and Member companies took part at the Virtual Economic 

Forum Business Forum held on December 3, 2020, organized by the Austrian Foreign Trade 
Representation (Advantage Austria). 

Within the framework of the economic forum bilateral business meetings were held between 
Georgian and Austrian sides 
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8th Meeting of DCFTA advisory group 

Press the picture to see the article 

On December 21, 2020, the Ministry of Economy and Sustainable Development of Georgia hosted the eighth meeting 
of the DCFTA Advisory Group, chaired by Mr. Giorgi Kacharava, Executive Director of the EU-Georgia Business Council 
(EUGBC), Deputy Chairperson of the DAG, and Mr. Genadi Arveladze, Deputy Minister of Economy and Sustainable 
Development of Georgia. 

The main topic of the meeting was the draft DCFTA Implementation Action Plan for 2021-2023 developed by the 
Ministry of Economy and Sustainable Development of Georgia. 

The representative of the EU-Georgia Business Council informed the members of the group about 
the establishment of a logistics hub in Romania, in the city of Constanta, which will be launched on 
January 15, 2021, and will significantly facilitate Georgian companies’ export to the EU countries. 
Detailed information about this will be provided to the group members.
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International Women’s Association of Georgia - IWAG 



Money Well Spent 
Humans are naturally charitable creatures. When someone around us is in 
need, we all come together - charity is in our nature. So, probably at this 
time of the year you are thinking about donating to a charity. If so, you 

need look no further than the International Women's Association of 
Georgia (IWA). 

Interview with Lila Yiannakaki-Karabalis, IWA president, and Margret 
Schmidt, second vice president, CPC (Charity Projects Committee) 

Chair. 

“1997 was when I started traveling with my family due to our work. I 
have enjoyed life, work and leisure in many European and Asian 

countries. There was one amazing organization, with globally 
phenomenal women's clubs, women's groups and associations, all of 
which helped me to settle in those countries, embrace the new life and 

most importantly make myself useful to many. 

“Starting from orphanages in Russia, elderly care in the North of England, even helping in animal sanctuaries in 
Thailand, mainland China, and Taiwan, I am forever grateful to the local Women's Associations which welcomed me as 
a new member. I have met the ladies in these associations around the world, learned a lot about their culture, cuisine and 
their reaching out to those desperate for help. So, when I returned to Georgia in 2005, I was pleasantly surprised to find 

one of the best IWAs that I have ever come across, full of energetic, motivated and charitable ladies. 

My first role was to oversee the Winter Bazaar (Winter Fair) Lucky Raffle, which attracted thousands of visitors. The 
Winter Fair is not just a place where people come to see Santa in his Grotto, sip mulled wine, grab bargains, or simply 

looking around for gift ideas. 'The Winter Fair is the main source of our funding (together with memberships). Little did 
I know then that our annual fundraiser event, Winter Fair 2020, would come 

to be in jeopardy due to the Covid-19 outbreak, putting our amazing 
charitable projects at risk. "Lila Yiannakaki tells me. 

"We are trying to find sponsors to continue our charity work, that's the 
biggest challenge. It's been a tough year for companies, for everyone, but 

there are people who are willing to help, and we hope that by May-June 2021 
the situation will get better and we can see each other in person without a 

mask! " 

Georgia's IWA is a non-profit charitable organization founded in 1996, and its 
members and participants are both international and Georgian women. Since its 

inception, IWA Georgia has supported women, children, and older people at 
risk due to poverty, poor health, and disabilities. In 2017 it received official 
charity organization status, a very special status which we all cherish in this 
organization and are proud of. Without a doubt, it gives the organization a 

stronger position as an officially recognized, serious, and well-managed group. 

"We are trying to find ways to raise money to continue our projects”, Margret 
says. She thinks that even if the virus can affect everyone, some people get hit harder than others, especially the parts of 

the population who are IWA beneficiaries. 
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IWA ladies hope that its appeal to small and medium businesses will work. The idea is to get more sponsors in these 
difficult times, but all and every donation is welcome”, says Lila, “We are pleased with whatever we get.” 

However, Margret is quite open about naming the IWA funds target, which she hopes will be as much as GEL 200,000. 
This was the amount the IWA had to spend in pre-Covid times. "That would be super," she says. 

Of course, the IWA cannot reliably organise future events in these unpredictable times. It hopes that it might be possible to 
hold a Super Spring Fair but planning something as grand as that is highly uncertain at a time when no one knows how 

social distancing and restrictions will impinge on our lives in the coming spring-summer. 

“That's why we are asking now”, the ladies say. 

Margret has her own heart-warming projects to share, bringing tears to your eyes and joy, because they have made the 
lives of many unprivileged and deprived people happy. There are so many stories to tell, as I witnessed listening at their 

general meetings and discussions and fundraisings. 

Yet, Margret has one particularly story that is worth your attention, dear potential donators! 

"We have been supporting a young boy since 2018, a darling boy who was found wandering in the streets. A kind couple 
adopted him and took him in as their own. Unfortunately, due to the death of his adoptive father and nasty comments aimed 

at him as an adoptive child, he has had trauma and has lost his eyesight. 

“We supported his first surgery, and then in a fantastic gesture, the clinic gave us the money back and so we could pay 
for his education. That is such a nice story and an example of helping an individual. 

“As for the larger projects, we have the Ladies' Former Prisoners Project – these ladies were trained as seamstresses and 
made facemasks for us." 

Lila talked about the kindergarten projects, explaining what massive differences IWA funding has made for them. 

"Businesses supporting us would have got wide publicity during our Winter Fair in the form of banners, tables for sponsor 
and brochures. Now under the Covid-19 regime they will get the same coverage in our newsletter and website, I can assure 

you. It is really worthwhile, for you and our causes, to help us with funding!” 

And while the smart women of the IWA do have backup plans, such as online sales, auctions, and a possible Gala in the 
summer, they are not taking the risk of relying too much on such events at this stage. 

So please, to help us compensate for the loss of our Winter Fair we ask, if you would be charitable and contribute to 
let our wonderful projects continue. 

Stay safe and healthy! 

By Helena Bedwell 
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Mira Hotels operates a brand Hotel River Side Tbilisi which is located in historical, commercial and 
architectural center of Tbilisi. 

Within walking distance of the city’s business district, major attractions and retail hub, making the hotel an 
ideal base from which to explore the city or conduct business. 

You will feel at home, and at the same time will enjoy the luxurious hotel comfort. Mira-Hotels also operates 
first official Tiffany Bar which offers a chic, stylish look and feel. With beautiful opulent pieces of furniture and 

a menu that includes creative cocktails and culinary wonders masterfully created by our Chef. 
Food and drinks are served throughout the day, starting with Continental breakfast in the morning and 

continuing with a full menu of lunch, snack and dinner option into the evening, accompanied by live jazz 
performances every Thursday-Sunday. 

River Side Hotel with Tiffany Bar won prestigious Travelers’ Choice Awards 2015-208  by Tripadvisor Inc. 
Are HACCP certified and members of American Hotel and Lodging Association (AHLA) 
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25 years of successful work; Wide spectrum of services; 
Impeccable reputation of the leader of the Greek 

tourist market – for already 25 years the 
company Mouzenidis Travel has been a leader in the 
tourist market of Eastern Europe with Greece being 

the destination. 

The headquarters of the company are situated in 
Thessaloniki, Greece. The offices of Mouzenidis 
Travel are located in holiday resorts covering all 

Greek regions: Athens, Kastoria, Pieria, Halkidiki, 
Peloponnese, Crete, Corfu, Rhodes, Thassos, 

Zakynthos. Our regional network is constantly 
expanding – the number of branches in Russia, 

Ukraine, Belarus, Moldova, Kazakhstan, Romania, 
Serbia, Latvia and Bulgaria exceeds 80. The company 
established itself in South Caucasus as well through 

its offices in Tbilisi, Baku and Erevan. In Georgia 
the Mouzenidis Travel is operational since 2015. 

The experience of successful functioning of the 
offices allows the company to further expand the 

areas of outgoing and incoming destinations. Thus, 
now Cyprus, Italy, Hungary, Georgia are ready to be 

explored. The Mouzenidis Travel owns an air 
company Ellinair, over 50 hotels worldwide (Bomo 
Club) and cooperates with nearly 20000 agencies 

around the world. 

The Mouzenidis Travel is a Destination 
Management Company (DMC) and renders top 
quality services in combination with the most 

attractive and competitive prices possible. The 
services provided by Mouzenidis Travel cover the 

whole duration of your trip. This allows for 
controlling quality of our service at every stage of 

your vacation and maintaining it at the highest 
standard 
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Our company was founded in 2015 by Tbilaviamsheni (Tbilisi Aviation Factory) management group and 
operates in the same factory area. 

It is comprised of highly qualified personnel (designers, engineers, technicians, workers) with multi-year experience in 
aviation, which ensures manufacture of products of high technical difficulty, quality, modern standards and requirements as 
well as service delivery guaranty. 

The main activity of the company is to design, manufacture, repair / overhaul, modernization, maintenance service, etc. of 
military and civil aviation products, special equipment, spare parts. 

In order to ensure a successful start-up and development, the company carried out full recovery/ reconstruction / repair works 
of outdated/obsolete assembly plant delivered in possession of the company as well as equipped with machines, improved 
laboratory and design service (with full software provision). 

The assembly workshop meets internationally accepted and law-stipulated norms for the same type of industrial 
infrastructure in relation to technical safety (including seismic resistance, fire safety), as well as workplace safety, safe 
environment for life and health of employees. 

The company management system is based on the best practices of corporate governance, the quality management 
standards are introduced. The company holds international certificates of quality assurance – ISO and EN. 

The company, in the framework of international contracts, carries out repairs of air-to-air R-60 and R-73 type missiles,  Mi-
8/17/24/35 type helicopters repair and  repair / overhaul / update of Su-25 type military fighter aircraft. 

In addition to the main strategic projects, using the engineering and technical knowledge and experience, the work is 
underway and the main works are implemented in the development of new projects and innovative technologies, namely: 

1. Business-aviation direction – 9-seat business jets manufacture and certification
2. Start production of unmanned aerial vehicles (intelligence complex)
3. Start production of aviation parts from composite material and etc.
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ATR Caspian Business unit is based in Baku and has a Permanent Presence In Georgia. 
Our nearest business unit to Baku is in Kazakstan and our Head office is in Aberdeen Uk 

We provide power, lifting, tooling and subsea solutions to a range of markets around the world. 
At the same time they handle the certification and inspection requirements across thousands of individual assets. 

Whether it’s offshore, marine and subsea, onshore operations or renewables, our assets and expertise support the successful 
delivery of projects – time and time again. 

That’s because our business units work to simple ATR principles: right first time, on time – every time. 
With the right tools, plant and equipment available – as they’re required – you can meet your project execution goal of 

completing on schedule and within budget. 
By focusing on customer priorities and delivering cost-effective packages, we’ve become established as an integrated supply 

chain partner to over 1,200 companies around the world. 
Our highly experienced and knowledgeable people manage the fleets of some of the most logistically diverse companies in the 

sectors we serve, supporting complex operations in tough operating environments. 
ATR’s success story is based not only upon our recognition of the right people, assets and infrastructure as our core business 
strengths, but upon investing in them. It’s a strategy that underpins our position as a leading player in our specialist field, and 

will continue to do so. 
Let us apply our resources and technical expertise – to solve your owned equipment and rental equipment challenges. 
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Georgian Pharmacists Association“ was established in 1992. Association represents a non-profit legal entity. 

Nowadays, Association brings together approximately 20 legal entities and about 2000 individuals. 

   Our goals are: 

1. Protecting our members’ professional interests and rights;
2. Promoting the development of the National Pharmaceutical Industry;
3. Promoting protection of medical plants and improvement of their ecological status; 
4. Promotion protection of medicinal plants and working on the improvement of their ecological status; 
5. Elaborating and participating in pharmacy reform and drug policy recommendations;
6. Cooperating with state structures, individual and legal entities in Georgia and Abroad;
7. Researching Georgian pharmacy history;
8. Participating in the process of pharmacy education and further specialist diploma trainings; 
9. Organizing congresses, symposiums and conferences, as well as charitable activities;
10. Raising public awareness of the importance of the pharmacist in the health care system;
11. Protecting the interests of the population by providing them with quality, effective and affordable medicines; 
12. Supporting pharmacists’ social security.
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Revup started in the US in 2015 as a boutique management and 
investment firm. 

Activity is focussed on managing, providing know-how and 
accelerating business growth at an early stage. 

Group is involved in multiple early stage projects in Georgia. 
Combining new technologies and startup approach with traditional 

business models allows creating above the average value. 

Recent projects in Georgia include recycling ang hygiene services 
company, innovative hospitality project, financial services startup. 
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EUGBC introduces to you new member – STREGI
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STREGI’s Meaningful Moment 
• 2020 – STREGI became EBRD marketing partner

• 2019 – STREGI partnered with global agencies in
ecommerce services (Magecloud & Golden Team)

• 2019 - STREGI became a winner of Georgian Innovation
and Technology Association

• 2019 7 July – STREGI started executing its mission in
Georgia

Brand and Business Development 
Brand Strategy  
Sales Development  
Organization Culture Development 
Management Consulting  
Investment Marketing 

Brand Identity Development 
Brand Design 
Naming Services 
Domain Consulting 
Web Design 

Digital Transformation of 
Organizations  
Ecommerce Development 
Website Development 
SEO Audit & Consulting 
ERP System Integration 
CRM Platforms 

Outsourcing Services 
Ecommerce Marketing Management 
Social Media Campaigns 
Search Engine Marketing (Google, 
Yandex, Bing) 
Web Support 

STREGI is marketing agency powering the success of brands and 
digital transformation for various industry representatives. 
STREGI’s existential mission is to provide ‘Worthwhile 
Marketing Power” to various brands, products, people, 
companies, events 

Meaningful Difference 
STREGI supports organizations to implement projects that has 
overall commercial success. Cases and solutions are been 
analyzed in global terms, in-line with company’s business 
processes, resources and potential. 
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https://www.stregi.ge/portfolio
https://www.stregi.ge/our-services


ELIXIR GLOBAL LLC is a Georgian based company
which strives for innovation and the betterment of human 
life, as our motto states: “Elixir – Water for life”.  

The high-tech solution ‘Elixir’ is an innovative product used for 
humans, animals, birds, plants, hygiene, sanitation and 
disinfection.Elixir's products do not contain toxic pesticides or 
agrochemicals and are harmless to the environment, humans and 
other organisms.  

Elixir effectively combats and instantly destroys harmful microorganisms 
due to its high levels of oxidative-restorative potential.  

Elixir products for the Agro sector are auxiliary to the healthy 
and productive development of animals, and Elixir disinfectants 
are ideal for sanitary-hygienic purposes in industry and in 
everyday life 

Elixir products have been awarded an InfoXgen certification, one of the most important licenses in Europe 
for the production of bio products. 

Elixir is fully compliant with requirements and 
has a range of 38 products. Some examples: 
Elixir’s bioenergy drink is designed to be a 
healthier, energy-efficient beverage that will 
mobilize human resources, leading to 
increased energy flow. Helps to heal the body, 
strengthens the immune system, kills harmful 
microorganisms in the stomach and regulates 
pH balance in the body. It is also safe for 
people with diabetes.  

Elixir’s hand sanitiser and disinfectant have 
been shown to effectively destroy Coronavirus, 
protecting the public during this pandemic.  
Our Coronavirus-eradicating formula has been 
proven by accredited German laboratory, 
HygCen. 
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EUGBC Introduces you to new Honorary member

Women in Wine Industry

In 2020, two  female pioneers  a former 
executive and 20-year veteran of  a male-
dominated industry   founded association 

"Women In Wine Industry" with the aim of 
promoting women winemakers, exchanging 

knowledge , experience  at local and 
international level,  olso to empower them 

for advancing their careers , fostering gender 
diversity and talent development across the 

industry at large. 
" WIWI " helps women  in wine education , 

reach their full potential,  step up into leadership, share successes  ideas and professional 
development.  Regional "Women in Wine Industry" groups   meet to discusse relevant topics 

such as role of woman in wine sector, entrepreneurial vision at family wineries, inspiration for 
new generation, role of small and medium enterprises in rural development and others, based 

on their personal stories and experience. 
WIWI  cooperates  with local public institutions 

such as National Wine Agency , Wine 
Laboratory,  also  the establishment of cooperation 

with inernational women organizations. 

Together, we have the power to change the 
industry! 
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EUGBC Secretary General, Zviad 
Chumburidze commenting  on 
Georgia's rankings according to 

EuCham Research 

EUGBC Executive Director, 
Giorgi Kacharava commenting 
on EuCham Research for Best 

European Countries for Business 
2020 Georgia's rankings 

EUGBC Secretary 
General on FDI 
issue 

Perspectives of 
development  Georgia – 

Azerbaijan economic 
relations and Corona 

Virus influence on 
Georgias Business 

Sector, speaking on 
subject EUGBC 

Secretary General,  
Zviad Chumburidze 

 Plans of stimulating Georgia’s Economy on Business    
Partner covers the comments of EUGBC 

Executive Director, Giorgi Kacharava 

ARTICLES 

• BMG – EUGBC addresses the Government
• BMG – EUGBC , Secretary general
• IMEDINEWS – EUGBC recommendations
• INTERPRESSNEWS – EUGBC statement
• NEWSDAY – Georgia-Azerbaijan Business Forum
• INTERPRESSNEWS – Georgia-Azerbaijan Business

Forum
• Kvira.ge – Georgia-Azerbaijan Business Forum
• NETGAZET – Georgia-Azerbaijan Business Forum
• Azerbaycan24 – Georgia-Azerbaijan Business Forum
• Report.ge – Georgia-Azerbaijan Business Forum

Interview
s&Article
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https://www.facebook.com/www.bm.ge/videos/235960874081660/UzpfSTE0MTI5ODA3OTU2NDc0NTg6MjYwMjUzNDAxMzM1ODc5MQ/?eid=ARDeh2U6rqr8GlgzvEfDjNki3iLV3NzeTeP0S2yXQzZtl66lBl9ab_TkGBhT8QJRbv0_tRIKhES3_tOh
https://www.facebook.com/EUGBC/videos/202125580938428/?eid=ARDeh2U6rqr8GlgzvEfDjNki3iLV3NzeTeP0S2yXQzZtl66lBl9ab_TkGBhT8QJRbv0_tRIKhES3_tOh
https://www.facebook.com/EUGBC/videos/205861363815469/?eid=ARDeh2U6rqr8GlgzvEfDjNki3iLV3NzeTeP0S2yXQzZtl66lBl9ab_TkGBhT8QJRbv0_tRIKhES3_tOh
https://www.facebook.com/EUGBC/videos/203569454320623/?eid=ARDeh2U6rqr8GlgzvEfDjNki3iLV3NzeTeP0S2yXQzZtl66lBl9ab_TkGBhT8QJRbv0_tRIKhES3_tOh
https://bm.ge/ka/article/evrokavshiri-saqartvelo-biznes-sabcho-mtavrobas-mimartavs-/50941/
https://bm.ge/ka/article/kerdzo-seqtoris-aqtivobis-done-shenarchunebuli-unda-iyos---zviad-chumburidze/51952/
https://imedinews.ge/ge/covid19/134172/evrokavshirsaqartvelos-biznessabcho-mtavrobas-tsinadadebebit-mimartavs
https://www.interpressnews.ge/ka/article/589718-evrokavshiri-sakartvelo-biznes-sabcho-mtavrobas-mimartavs-bizness-3-tviani-sashegavato-gadacqvetilebebi-shestavazos/
http://newsday.ge/new/index.php/ka/component/k2/item/38091-%E1%83%A4%E1%83%9D%E1%83%A0%E1%83%A3%E1%83%9B%E1%83%98
https://www.interpressnews.ge/ka/article/588450-ekaterine-mikabaze-sakartvelo-azerbaijanis-biznes-porums-daescro/
https://www.interpressnews.ge/ka/article/588450-ekaterine-mikabaze-sakartvelo-azerbaijanis-biznes-porums-daescro/
http://kvira.ge/545578
https://netgazeti.ge/news/432105/
https://www.azerbaycan24.com/en/caspian-european-club-takes-part-in-georgia-azerbaijan-business-forum/
https://report.ge/en/economics/tbilisi-to-host-georgia-azerbaijan-business-forum/
https://www.facebook.com/EUGBC/videos/642852459877982/?eid=ARDeh2U6rqr8GlgzvEfDjNki3iLV3NzeTeP0S2yXQzZtl66lBl9ab_TkGBhT8QJRbv0_tRIKhES3_tOh


Interviews 
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https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=AnYC9Wou6a4
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=4IJLwmycinM
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=1_deyzpFboI
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=XpE2HIoqr9M
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=4ww_Op7zppk
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=TGtzyVFOoIw
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https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=B3HZqBl4_DI
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=seyVp0iiWWg
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=intzVCu-E94
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=THrDDzAVqOg
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=jWCVphf7Fl8
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=dHdwUIWcuGk
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https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=nDJPGVnBNWw
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=I4sBqTqF_oI&t=1s
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=XUDWxA_VGpw
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=5WMB-TlzE70
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=jY2GqsXLOls


INTERVIEWS 

საქმიანი დილის ეთერში, გიორგი კაჭარავა საუბრობს კომერციული ატაშეების ინსტიტუტის გაუქმების საკითხთან 
დაკავშირებით 
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 Giorgi Kacharava covers the issue of GMP standardization in an interview with TV 1 

63

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=KzkIV9k6Gc0&t=8s


EUGBC Secretary General Zviad Chumburidze  discussing the need of dialogue with business in an interview 
with Check 

Points 
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https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=YnY8r5kyy0k
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=36B-2abxvO4


Giorgi Kacharava about business recommendations to future Members of Parliament 

Zviad Chumburidze 
commenting on FDI
 issues 
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Interviews&Articles 

the reduction of business taxes reduction 

EUGBC Secretary General speaks with 
BMG – about Investors’ Council issue 

recommendations with Business Formula. 

Statement with BMG 
Southern Gas Corridor and the Baku-Tbilisi-Kars 

Railway with reporter.ge 

Business Formula – Zviad Chumburidze, 
EUGBC Secretary General Comments about 
joint statement of 6 Business Associations

addressed to the Prime Minister of Georgia 
and the Government’s Economic Team 

 
EUGBC Secretary General Zviad Chumburidze 

interview about the details of the post 2020 economic 
changes  on BMG. business companies in the face of increased 

competition to attract investors with Business 
Partner. 

EUGBC Executive Director Giorgi Kacharava talks 
about the details of the meeting with 

Prime-Minister – in particular the issue of VAT 
and income taxes with Business Formula  

Giorgi  kacharava  Executive  Director  of  EUGBC 
comments on the difficulties faced by Georgian 

EUGBC-secretary General comments 
about 6 Business Association Joint 

EUGBC Executive Director Giorgi Kacharava 
comments with Business Formula about 
Business needs and demands regarding 

EUGBC Executive Director Giorgi Kacharava 
comments on the existence of infrastructural 

and logistical, as well as financial access 
problems in small and medium size businesses, 

also about business advice and 

Please find the interviews of EUGBC Executive
 Director Giorgi  Kacharva on the importance of 
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https://www.facebook.com/EUGBC/videos/358197225598766
https://www.facebook.com/www.bm.ge/videos/810263833092494
https://www.facebook.com/EUGBC/videos/2727891997468601
https://www.facebook.com/EUGBC/videos/890397514826913
https://www.facebook.com/EUGBC/videos/1481374522066227
https://www.facebook.com/EUGBC/videos/2618156625181477
https://www.facebook.com/EUGBC/videos/1750199261815940
https://www.facebook.com/EUGBC/videos/1539198346270645
https://report.ge/economics/gazis-samkhret-derefnis-mnishvnelobas/?fbclid=IwAR1PAYm-jVWVMayLKMjZG0n1pgaZbfEI5GTymZD3WoM6Grxteh2JOZ94VzA
https://report.ge/economics/gazis-samkhret-derefnis-mnishvnelobas/?fbclid=IwAR1PAYm-jVWVMayLKMjZG0n1pgaZbfEI5GTymZD3WoM6Grxteh2JOZ94VzA


Director live on BMG  - talks about the solution for 
the private sector during the pandemic 

EURONEWS – Zviad Chumburidze Secretary 
General of EUGBC live talks about plan 
developed by the government of Georgia for 
the Business sector business 

Zviad Chumburidze Secretary General of 
EUGBC speaks about new proposal 

developed for the government of Georgia 
with Business Formula 

tender issues 

Pandemic – and difficult year for business 
interview with Business partner from 

Zviad Chumburidze, EUGBC Secretary 
General 

EUGBC Executive Director Giorgi 
Kacharava comments on formula about 

Giorgi kacharava –EUGBC  Executive Director 
interview with BMG about how the current 
processes effect the 

Business in crisis – Giorgi   Kacharava Executive 
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https://www.facebook.com/EUGBC/videos/2076201112511153
https://www.facebook.com/EUGBC/videos/387045079185484
https://www.facebook.com/EUGBC/videos/5375014969190745
https://www.facebook.com/EUGBC/videos/731966547702548
https://www.facebook.com/EUGBC/videos/1374760119529017
https://bm.ge/ka/article/rogor-moqmedebs-mimdinare-procesebi-biznesze--evrokavshiri-saqartvelos-biznes-sabchosquot-mosazreba-/68367/
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	Mira Hotels operates a brand Hotel River Side Tbilisi which is located in historical, commercial and architectural center of Tbilisi.
	Within walking distance of the city’s business district, major attractions and retail hub, making the hotel an ideal base from which to explore the city or conduct business.
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